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Members, candidates and partners of the CFA Society Ottawa are welcomed to share their stories, information and
announcements in the next edition of the Newsletter. Please contact admin@cfaottawa.ca.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

MAY 14, 2016
JUNE 2016 MOCK CFA EXAM
See Candidate Resources (page 10) for details.

MAY 18, 2016
PUTTING INVESTORS FIRST—COMPARING THE
COSTS OF PUBLIC PENSION PLANS IN ONTARIO
As part of the CFA Institute’s global Putting Investors
First Initiative, the CFA Society Ottawa will host a
luncheon on May 18 featuring Philip Cross. The
goal of the Putting Investors First Initiative is to
build awareness of the duty to protect investor
interests at all times, and to ensure that all investment
professionals understand their primary role is to serve
and protect investors.

Speaker: Philip Cross, Statistics Canada
Philip Cross worked for 36 years at Statistics Canada,
the last few as its Chief Economic Analyst. He wrote
Statistics Canada’s monthly assessment of the economy for years, as well as many feature articles for the
Canadian Economic Observer. After leaving Statistics
Canada, he has worked as a contract researcher for a
variety of organizations. He has been widely quoted
over the years, and now writes a bi-weekly column for
the National Post and other papers.

JUNE 17, 2016
GOLF TOURNAMENT
Please join us for the golf tournament that will be held
at the Hautes-Plaines golf club this year. This is a great
event to enjoy a friendly and uncompetitive game of
golf and network with your fellow members.

Proponents of the Canada Pension Plan (CPP) and
those who argue for its expansion often claim it has
low costs and economies of scale, whereby the ratio
of costs to assets declines as the value of assets under
management grows. Mr. Cross will present findings
from a paper he has co-authored, which examines the
total costs (investment and administrative) of the CPP
with five other large public pension plans based in Ontario
including the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan (OTPP),
the Ontario Municipal Employees Retirement System
(OMERS), the Healthcare of Ontario Pension Plan (HOOPP),
the Ontario Pension Board (OPB), and the OPTrust.
Please join us as Mr. Cross discusses the results of his
study, some of which will surprise you.
Mr. Cross will be introduced by Harry Marmer, Executive
Vice President and Partner of Hillsdale Investment
Management. Mr. Marmer is a past President of CFA
Society Toronto and current volunteer for the CFA
Institute, and has worked with the CFA Society
Ottawa to organize this luncheon.

CFA OTTAWA

GOLF TOURNAMENT
JUNE 17, 2016 | HAUTES PLAINES GOLF CLUB | 12:00PM
75 Avenue de la Citadelle, Gatineau, PQ

For more information, contact:
admin@cfaottawa.ca

UPCOMING EVENTS

SOCIETIES NEARBY
FORECAST DINNER
JUNE 9, 2016 | MONTREAL
THE FUNDAMENTAL LAW OF MISMANAGEMENT
JUNE 15, 2016 | TORONTO
FINTECH CONFERENCE: 3 MARKETS DEVELOPMENTS
JUNE 17, 2016 | TORONTO

GLOBAL
CFA INSTITUTE AND HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL:
INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
MAY 13-17, 2016 | BOSTON, MA, USA
CFA INSTITUTE/EDHEC-RISK INSTITUTE:
ADVANCES IN ASSET ALLOCATION SEMINAR
JULY 13-15, 2016 | NEW YORK CITY, NY, USA

Webinars:
ETHICAL DECISION-MAKING FOR PENSION PLAN TRUSTEES
JUNE 7, 2016
ETHICAL DECISION-MAKING WEBINAR PART II:
EXPLORING ADDITIONAL CASE STUDIES
JUNE 7, 2016

More at: www.CFAInstitute.org > Insights & Learning

RECENT CFA SOCIETY
OTTAWA EVENTS
JANUARY 19, 2016
MEMBERS’ SPEAKER SERIES BREAKFAST:
THE RISE OF SMART BETA
The CFA Society Ottawa launched a Members’ Speaker
Series Breakfast, with the objective of providing a
venue for Society members to make presentations to
learn from each other. These sessions are an excellent
opportunity to draw upon the significant experience
and knowledge of our members.
The first Members’ Speaker Series Breakfast was given
by Jeremy Klein, a local CFA Charterholder; having
worked in New York and at AXA in Switzerland he
returned to his native Ottawa to start an asset management business. He spoke about the investment
management industry in Canada and the use of Smart
Beta as an easy and efficient way to diversify the portfolio.

FEBRUARY 26, 2016
UNDERSTANDING WHY BUSINESSES FAIL…
AND LEARNING FROM IT
On February 26, the CFA Society Ottawa welcomed
Benj Gallander, co-editor of the Contra the Heard
Investment Letter as a luncheon guest speaker. Benj’s
presentation focused on the reasons why businesses
fail and lessons that can be applied to creating a
successful business. Within this context, Benj also
spoke about what is necessary to maintain client
relationships over the long-term.

MARCH 23, 2016
MEMBER AND CANDIDATE SOCIAL
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The social event, held at the Arc Hotel, brought
together over forty local professionals with the
goal of connecting local Charterholders with fellow
local colleagues who are not affiliated with the CFA
designation. Given the fairly concentrated nature of
the financial services industry in Ottawa, such events
help bring the broader community closer together.

RECENT CFA SOCIETY OTTAWA EVENTS
CONTINUED
The Society values building stronger ties with all
members of the financial services in Ottawa and
encourages everyone to join us for great topic-based
and networking events that we hold regularly.

MARCH 30, 2016
FILLING THE RETURN VOID:
THE ROLE OF PRIVATE INVESTMENTS
IN PORTFOLIO STRATEGY
The CFA Society Ottawa was pleased to welcome
Jennifer Urdan, Managing Director at Cambridge
Associates as guest speaker at a luncheon on March 30.
Jennifer’s presentation explored how private investments can contribute to achieving portfolio goals in
an environment of low returns for traditional asset
classes, increasing diversification and dampening
return volatility. She also discussed many of the
common concerns that private investments can
present, including illiquidity, time horizon, and
lack of transparency. Jennifer set out a framework
for addressing these concerns with a focus on
effective governance, planning, due diligence
and skillful implementation.

APRIL 6, 2016
MARKET VOLATILITY: A NECESSARY EVIL
One of the most notable luncheons during the last
several months has been the presentation given by
Peter Hall, Chief Economist of Export Development
Canada (EDC). With over 25 years of experience
in economic analysis and forecasting, Mr. Hall is
responsible for overseeing EDC’s economic analysis,
country risk assessment and corporate research
groups. As part of the presentation, Mr. Hall
presented his perceptions about the current stance
of the domestic and world economy, focusing on the
underlying economic data. He pointed to the central
banks driving the volatility in current environment
and discussed the arguments for looking at the
current environment as a prolonged economic
cycle, as opposed to changed fundamentals.

APRIL 7, 2016
THE SENATORS NETWORKING EVENT
Our first ever CFA Society Ottawa and the Ottawa
Senators Networking Event was held April 7th, 2016
at the Canadian Tire Centre. The event began with a
business panel discussion focused on sales strategies
and using social media in the workplace. The panel
included representatives from IBM, Molson Coors,
and Salesforce. It was moderated by Mark Sutcliffe,
CEO, Great River Media, Columnist, Ottawa Citizen.
We then enjoyed a buffet dinner in the Ledge Carvery
and watched our Ottawa Senators defeat the Florida
Panthers, 3 to 1. We are looking forward to our next
CFA members networking event coming this Fall.

APRIL 28, 2016
LIABILITY-DRIVEN INVESTMENT
On April 28, the CFA Society Ottawa hosted
Michael Reid, Managing Director and Senior
Specialist at Manulife Asset Management as a
luncheon guest speaker. Michael’s presentation
focused on liability-driven investing (LDI) as a
potential solution for pension plan sponsors that
are seeking to reduce financial risk while closing
funding gaps. Michael highlighted the pitfalls of
using traditional benchmarks for pension plans
and the benefits of aligning a bond portfolio
with liabilities. He established a framework for
further enhancing returns in this context by
exposing the hedging portfolio to rewarding risks
and restructuring the growth generating portfolio,
while dynamically managing to overall asset allocation. The luncheon attracted a large audience and
the discussion focused on practical approaches for
plan sponsors to consider.
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ANNUAL FORECAST DINNER | APRIL 18, 2016

On April 18, 2016, the CFA Society Ottawa hosted its
annual Forecast Dinner at the Shaw Centre. It is the
premier financial networking event in Ottawa and this
year brought together over 370 of Ottawa’s leading
investment professionals. The night was hosted by the
host of CBC Radio One’s wildly successful “The Debaters”
series, Steve Patterson, who made it entertaining even
for those completely unfamiliar with financial markets.
Topical capital market insight and outlook was provided
by panel experts: Megan Greene, Managing Director,
and Chief Economist at Manulife Asset Management;
Luc De la Durantaye, Managing Director, and Head
of Asset Allocation and Currency Management at
CIBC Asset Management; Tom O’Gorman, Senior
Vice President and Director of Franklin Bissett Fixed
Income. A lot of the discussion was focused on the
possible sources of risks to global growth and the
outlook on interest rates.
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This year’s Forecaster of the Year awards were also
presented with Mr. Robert Seguin being recognized
as the winner for his astute predictions during
Q1-2015. Second place winner was Denis Dupont
and third place was awarded to Charles Abraham.
We thank all participants for casting their forecasts.
We would like to thank our title sponsor, Franklin
Templeton, and all of our gold, silver and corporate
sponsors who are presented on the following page.
Sponsors for the Forecast Dinner in 2017 are
welcomed and the outline of sponsorship packages
will be provided in the coming months.

We would like to thank our sponsors for making this event a huge success:

T I TL E SP ON SOR

G O L D SP O N SOR S

S I LV E R SP O N SOR S

C O RP O RAT E SP ON SOR S

CHARTERHOLDER PROFILE
What prompted you to become a CFA Charterholder?
After working at EDC for a few years, I began looking
at options to further my education. Many of my
colleagues were doing the CFA designation, and the
program was both supported and respected by EDC
and looked like a fantastic way to further develop my
technical skills. I enrolled to take the Level 1 exam.
After its completion, I realized the curriculum was
very relevant to my job, so I continued and
obtained the Charter.
How has the CFA Charter supported your career?

Stephanie Butt-Thibodeau

CHARACTER BIO
Stephanie Butt-Thibodeau was appointed to the role of Senior Vice President, Human Resources in January 2016. She
is responsible for the development of EDC’s people strategy
to attract, engage and develop the talented employees who
deliver on EDC’s vision and business objectives in support of
Canadian trade.
Prior to this appointment Stephanie was the Vice President
for HR Client Services. She joined EDC in 1995 and has held
leadership roles in all of EDC’s core lines of business including financing, insurance and international business development. Stephanie holds a Bachelor of Commerce from the
University of Ottawa and is a CFA Charterholder.
EDC is Canada’s export credit agency that offers innovative
commercial solutions to help Canadian exporters and investors
expand their international business. It is also one of Ottawa’s
largest employers of CFA Charterholders.
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The CFA Charter has been very positive for my career.
The technical skills I learned directly supported the
different roles I have had at EDC. In addition, when
travelling, no matter where I was, I would meet fellow
CFA Charterholders. This acted as an ice-breaker, creating
an instant bond, allowing me to more easily expand my
network. As well, the CFA Charter allows me to easily
stay connected with my network of peers, and provides
opportunities for continued educational growth.
What gives you the most satisfaction in your role as
SVP Human Resources at EDC?
At EDC, our talent is what makes us successful. The
value that we offer to Canadian exporters and investors
in delivering our mandate is the knowledge that we
bring. In my 20 year career at EDC and through the
multiple roles that I have held in different parts of the
organization, I have consistently been impressed with
the caliber of talent at EDC and the high engagement
levels that allow us to continue to do more for our
customers. Being in a role that enables me to facilitate
the attraction, development and retention of talent that
contributes directly to EDC’s success is very motivating.
Coming to work every day and seeing how people are
making a difference for Canadian companies and growing
and developing while doing it is very rewarding.

CHARTERHOLDER PROFILE CONTINUED
Some people may be surprised to find a SVP of Human
Resources with the CFA Charter. How do you see the
connection?

An important focus of the CFA curriculum is ethical
and professional standards. How do you see this
supporting EDC?

I see many connections. Essential for talent management is an understanding of the business and the
dynamics that drive the business. Being a financial
services organization, the knowledge that I gained
through the CFA program was directly relevant in my
day to day work in the lines of business, which has
in turn helped me understand the type of talent that
EDC needs to be successful. As well there are many
areas in HR that require technical skills and knowledge.
One example is pension services. I leverage my
understanding of pension valuation and investments
gained from the CFA Charter. In addition, the general
analytics focus of the CFA curriculum has given me
an enhanced analytical mindset. This helps me to
understand what the data tells us, for example, when
performing compensation or other HR analytics.

EDC is committed to upholding the highest ethical
standards of personal and professional conduct.
Each year, all employees at EDC are required to
sign a code of conduct. Ethics and professional
standards are therefore completely aligned to
EDC’s organizational values.

What career advice do you offer new
CFA Charterholders?

The CFA Charter provides a deep set of technical skills
covering a variety of subject areas. What competencies
do you see best complementing these skills?
Technical skills by themselves can only get you so far.
The value of the CFA Charter can be greatly enhanced
when complemented with soft skills, such as influence,
relationship building and communication. And the
local CFA societies are a great way to continue to
build your networks.
Can you describe some challenges EDC has when hiring
investment professionals?

I would say be open to new possibilities that you may
not have originally considered and do not be afraid
to take some risks. When I started my career, I had
a preconceived idea about how it would evolve and
where I would end up. As my career progressed, I
was given the opportunity to take on new roles that I
had not anticipated and in areas that were completely
out of my comfort zone. As a result of these moves, I
grew and developed new skills. Over time, transitions
became easier, and I became a much better leader as
a result of these experiences. In the end, I landed in a
spot that I would not necessarily have anticipated but
that is much better than I would have ever hoped for.

We get lots of applicants when we post for investment
professionals and they all have the work experience
and technical skills required for the position. Where
we focus most is on ensuring that candidates have
the key behavioral competencies and organizational
fit. We look for people who will be passionate about
our mandate and who will want to make a difference
for Canada. We also look for candidates that work
effectively in teams and can collaborate well across
the organization. As well, many positions require
relocation to Ottawa, which can sometimes be a
challenge for candidates.

In your view, what unique skills do CFA
Charterholders have?

Any advice you would like to give members of the CFA
Society Ottawa?

The CFA Charter provides a strong technical
foundation, and covers the important topic of
ethics. In addition, passing three rigorous exams
demonstrates both self-discipline and a strong
level of commitment to succeed. The CFA Charter
sets a uniquely high standard.

Leverage the Ottawa Society and CFA Institute to build
your network and continue to advance your learning.
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MEMBER RESOURCES
Canadian Advocacy Council: Advocating for
Sound Policies and High Ethical Standards on Behalf
of CFA Charterholders

Little known to most outside of a tight circle, the
Canadian Advocacy Council (CAC) is an independent
organization comprising of approximately 14 members
from across Canada who engage in a variety of activities
in Canada’s capital markets. The CAC represents over
15,000 CFA Institute members who are the primary
market participants in Canada’s capital markets.

Message from the CEO
At the Americas Regional Meeting in March, Paul
Smith, the President and the CEO of the CFA Insitute,
presented an update about global developments.
One of the points of focus for the Institute in the
medium term would be the “Difference that Matters”
campaign—a global branding strategy promoting the
value of the CFA Charter to investors and employers.
The goal is to promote the expertise and the high
ethical standards of Charterholders and reinforce the
value of the Charter in the industry. The Institute will
allocate $1 million in 2016 to towards the program
and will look to increase spending to $3-$4 million
in the next five to six years.

The CAC engages with securities regulators, standard
setters, self-regulatory organizations, industry groups,
and legislators in Canada mainly through comment
letters and in-person discussions. In addition, the CAC
published “White Papers” on issues which it deems are
of national importance and participates in a number of
User Advisory groups.
Issues are measured against the “Litmus Test” of
importance to Canadian CFA charterholders and
investors, the opportunity to promote high standards
of ethical and professional conduct in the investment
industry, and the resources and expertise available
to the CAC to address the issue in a comprehensive
manner. In commenting on these issues, the CAC
always takes the approach of putting the interests
of clients first and promoting integrity and
professionalism in the investment industry.
Funding for the CAC is provided by the CFA Institute
and the 12 member societies of CFA Canada, including
the CFA Society Ottawa.
For more information about the Canadian Advocacy
Council please visit www.CFAadvocacy.ca and join
the LinkedIn group.
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The Institute also plans to put more emphasis on
consultation, transparency, and communication as
part of a three-year strategic plan. Starting this year,
it will release an annual report that will be available
publicly. It will attempt to extend local reach by
engaging more closely with societies to add member
value. The Institute will also strive to advance professionalism and professional recognition by engaging
with regulators. For example, the CFA Program has
achieved regulatory recognition in Mexico and Brazil,
while in Canada, the proposal has been made to IIROC
to recognize the completion of the CFA Level I exam
as an equivalent to the Canadian Securities Course.
The CFA Institute will continue to focus on its core
target group comprising of portfolio managers,
research/investment analysts and financial advisors.
Last year the biggest increase in candidates came
from those writing the Level I exam, while for the
first time, there were more Level I candidates in
China than in United States.

CANDIDATE RESOURCES
May 14, 2016
June 2016 Mock CFA® Exam
Now that you have prepared and practiced for the
CFA® exam, you are ready to perform and put your
skills and knowledge to the test. The Live Schweser
Mock Exam is as close to the actual CFA exam in
format, difficulty, and length as we can make it.
The Mock Exam helps develop your test-taking skills,
identify your weak areas, and demonstrate your
mastery of the CFA curriculum. Afterward, view
answer explanations, check your score compared to
those of other candidates, and drill deeper into each
question with our Mock Exam Tutorial.

The Live Schweser Mock Exam includes:
Fully proctored and timed 6-hour exam
(two 3-hour sessions)
CFA Institute topic weightings
Printed answer key and online
answer explanations
Online scoring and performance tracking
with a comparison to other Mock Exam takers

Getting Ready for the Exam Day
As the exam day for CFA exams is quickly approaching,
make sure to be prepared for the exam day.
1. Review and print your admission ticket
2. Confirm that your passport information
		 on file is correct and it matches your
		 admission ticket
3. Know the testing policies
4. Familiarize with the exam day schedule
5. Plan your route to the test centre
6. Plan your lunch and everything you
		 need to bring along

Getting to the Test Centre
CFA Level I, II and III exams held in Ottawa will take
place on June 4 at the EY Centre located at 4899
Uplands Drive by the Ottawa International Airport.
There is ample parking for a fee of $8.00.
Alternatively, the test centre is accessible by
public transport. Please consult with OC Transpo
for more details.

LOS and CFA curriculum page references
for every question

Included Mock Exam Tutorial
Simply click on any question you missed and get an
audio and whiteboard explanation of the CFA curriculum material on which the question is based. With
approximately 10 hours of targeted instruction at
each level, this is the most effective way to fill in the
gaps in your knowledge just prior to exam day.

Register for the Live Mock Exam
Visit: www.schweser.com/cfa
Call: 877.599.2660 (U.S.) | +1 608.779.8327 (Int’l.)
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NATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

Ottawa Universities Participate In CFA
Industry Research and Ethics Challenges
The CFA Society Ottawa is proud to have partnered
with the CFA Society Toronto to host the local level
of the CFA Institute Research Challenge this past
January and February. The University of Ottawa
and Carleton University were amongst thirteen
student teams participating from universities
across Ontario. Each team showed their investment
knowledge with the submission of their research
reports on Canadian Tire Corporation to compete
for a place in the local finals held in Toronto.
The competition is an annual global equity research
competition that provides university students with
hands-on mentoring and intensive training in financial
analysis. Students gain real-world experience as
they assume the role of a research analyst and are
tested on their ability to value a stock, write an
initiation-of-coverage report, and present their
recommendations. Successful teams progress from
local to regional and finally global levels of the
competition prior to a winner being named.
The team from the University of Ottawa progressed
to the Finalist presentation round along with the
12

University of Toronto – Mississauga, University of
Waterloo, and Wilfrid Laurier University. Ultimately,
the local competition was won by eventual global
champions from the University of Waterloo School of
Account and Finance. The team from Waterloo is the
second Canadian team to win the Americas Regionals
level of the challenge, and the first Canadian team to
be Global champions of the competition.
The CFA Society Ottawa would like to thank Aaron
Sapelak and Ed Golding for volunteering to mentor
our local teams throughout the challenge.
The CFA Toronto Society also partnered with the CFA
Institute to host the Third Annual Ethics Challenge.
The University of Ottawa’s Telfer School of Management participated along with representatives from the
York University’s Schulich School of Business, Queen’s
University’s Smith School of Business, and eventual
winners from the University of Toronto’s Rotman
School of Management. The goal of this competition
is to provide an opportunity for finance students
to examine real industry circumstances new CFA
charterholders may face. The competition is designed
to challenge the analytical and ethical skills required
to face real-life situations throughout their careers.

CFA SOCIETY OTTAWA LEADERSHIP & VOLUNTEERS

Bernhard Eichenlaub, CFA.................................................................................President
Wesley Blight, CFA, CIM, FCSI..................................................................Vice-President
David Ford, CFA..................................................................................................... Treasurer
Paul Baron, CFA, MBA............................................................................... Past-President
Aaron Porter, CFA................................................................................................. Secretary

Graham Edwards, CFA..........................................................Membership/Mentorship
Sean Kulik, CPA, CA, CFA, CAIA.......................................................................... Volunteer
Martin Lalonde, CFA, MBA........................................French Language Ambassador
Roxana Lund..................................................................................................Programming
Michael Maltsev....................................................................................Newsletter Editor
Kevin Pei...............................................................................................Employer Outreach
Alexander Taryshkin, CFA.........................................................Communications Chair
Ian Taylor, CFA.......................................................................................................Education
Trevor Mulligan............................................................................................Administration

CFA Society Ottawa
c/o Trevor Mulligan
174 Bank Street
P.O. Box 71047
Ottawa, Ontario K2P 1W0
Email: admin@cfaottawa.ca
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